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Proposed Changes from Draft 2.0, Part 4
540 - SCREENING
Minor adjustments to purpose statements
Added a statement regarding limited applicability for single- family developments ( cite specific sections)
Deleted a duplicative and unnecessary statement from General Standards

Minor wordsmithing for clarity
Added additional cross references and table/ figure references
Added an option for Planning Director approval of alternative screening method for utilities.
Staff moved standards related to screening of outdoor storage to this section and consolidated/ clarified

requirements. Added cross references to this new section where appropriate.
Major Change: Significantly restructured sub- section 17.06.540. E, including moving things around and
reorganizing how each item relates to the others – to improve clarity and ease of use, eliminate
inconsistencies, and fill in gaps. This includes moving the table with the screening types allowed by
zoning district to the top, and moving the screening by use down to the end and making that table only

address the landscape buffer width. Cross references were added to ensure that the tables related to
each other and other relevant sections of code.

Major Change: Rewrote sub-section 17.06.540.E.1 General Standards for clarity and added “how to use
the tables in this section”
e. How to use the tables in this section.
i) Screening options. Screening options are based on zoning district – see Table 17.06.540.E.2.b.
Tables 17.06.540.E.3 thru 17.06.540.E.8 provide the installation standards for each of the
screening options listed in Table 17.06.540.E.2.
ii) Landscape buffers. Landscaping elements of the screening types are determined by land use
intensity, per Table 17.06.540.E.9. The installation standards of the various types of landscaping,
Landscape Buffer Types A, B, and C, are in Table 17.06.540.E.10.
iii) Parking lot landscape buffers. All parking lots shall be screened per ICC 17.06.540.E.11.
Major Change: Moved the design alternative languages up to 17.06.540. E.2.b and, based on feedback,
expanded them for increased flexibility, especially where improves pedestrian orientation/usability.
b. Design alternatives.

i) Where the proposed development is a mixed- use, multi-family, or overnight lodging use, and
the adjacent use is a public park, platted open space, or mixed- use development, the
Planning Director may approve one or more of the following design alternatives:
1) A required wall may be replaced with a pedestrian pathway per ICC 17.06.410.B; and/ or
2) Required landscaped buffer area may be replaced with pedestrian oriented open space
per ICC 17.06.510.D.
ii) Where the minimum landscaping buffer width is greater than 10 feet and the screening type
includes a solid masonry wall, the minimum landscape buffer width may be reduced by 5 feet.
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Screening type tables have been updated for proper cross references, including to the landscaped buffer
area standards ( per new organizational structure of section). Wording in some tables has also been
edited for clarity. Illustrations have been updated, and in one table a new illustration was added.

Major Change: Staff completely redid the table with the landscape buffer information (Table
17.06.540. E.9) and added and/ or rewrote the intro section above it for clarity. The old table was trying
to serve to many functions at once and quickly became confusing, so we simplified it to a single function
landscape buffer requirements).
In Table 17.06. 540. E.9, find the row indicating the type of use proposed and then the column that

represents the adjacent land use. Where new development is adjacent to vacant properties,
screening shall be determined by the lowest intensity use allowed in the adjacent zoning district and
the intensity scale in Table 17.06.540.E.9.
An “ X” indicates landscaping buffer is optional, excepting that parking lot screening shall
apply, per ICC 17.06.540.E.11.
A, B, & C refer to the minimum required landscaping to be included in the landscape buffer
area, per Table 17.06.540.E.10.
Where a number is in parenthesis above, it indicates a minimum buffer width (in feet) that
differs from Table 17.06.540.E.10.
Landscaped buffer installation types and installation standards are shown in Table 17.06. 540. E.10.
Updated the table with the landscape buffer standards (“ living screen” in prior draft, was renamed to
avoid confusion with the Living Screen screening type). Updates include adding buffer widths and
additional notes.

Major Change: Moved the parking lot landscape buffer section from Parking & Circulation section
added cross- reference from Parking) to subsection 17.06.540. E.11 to keep all buffer standards
together. This included making it Screening Type S7 and adding it to Table 17.06.540. E.2. This moved
allowed us to reword the reference the planting materials, buffer widths, etc. from this screening
section in a way that made it more cohesive and with less repetition.
The wall/ fence standards section had a few edits that included adding eco- blocks as a prohibited
material, removing the requirement for metal fence posts, and some additional minor rewording to
simplify and add clarity. Also added a few new illustrations and added a requirement that screening

walls for manufacturing, industrial, outdoor storage, or utility uses must have some landscaping on the
exterior of the wall.

550 – PARKING & CIRCULATION
Removed duplicative and conflicting text in several areas.
A lot of purpose statements were scattered throughout this section. These were all moved up and
consolidated to simplify and reduce duplication.
Major Change: Added an applicability section (17.06.550.B), with a “how to use this section” that
includes cross references for where to find related standards.
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3. How to use this section.
a. Determine the number of parking spaces for vehicles and bicycles in subsection C. Where fraction
space is calculated, round up after final calculation unless otherwise specified in the standard.
b. Parking facility (lot and/ or structure) locations are restricted as shown in subsection D.
c. Parking lot design standards:
i)
General standards in subsection E;
ii) Internal pedestrian circulation standards in subsection F; and
iii) Internal vehicle circulation standards in subsection G.
d. Access and cross- access standards are in subsection H
e. Garage standards are in subsection I.
f.

Refer also to the following related standards:
i)
Parking lot landscaping standards in ICC Table 17.06.520.H;
ii)
iii)

Landscaping between the structures and parking areas in ICC 17.06.520.G; and
Parking lot screening from the right-of-way and adjacent lots in ICC 17.06.540.E.11.

Discussion item: We added parking maximum tp sub- section 17.06.550. C.2, since that was in the
Subarea Plan. We did get a request to not have parking maximums, so staff would like to discuss these
provisions and get direction from the Commissioners.
Per public and staff comments, added section that clarifies use of electric charging stations ( allowed but
not required, etc.). This includes statements that if charging stations are utilized in handicapped spaces,
the use of such spaces shall not be limited to electric vehicles ( must remain open to all handicapped
placard vehicles).
Added intro section to shared parking, based on public and staff feedback, to clarify when they may be
used, how far, pedestrian access, etc. Also clarified language on how to use Table 17.06.550. C.4.b.
Uses in Table 17.06.550. C.4.b. were expanded, based on public and staff feedback, to include all the use
categories allowed in Freeland ( previously limited shared parking to only residential, lodging, office, and
retail uses). Split the examples into a separate table and reworded to simplify and clarify.
Clarified language in the bicycle parking section, including that lockers may be indoor or outdoor.
Major Change:

Combined multiple pages of tables and texts into one table and two pages of text

17.06.550. D and 550. E). This significantly reduced duplication and resolved conflicts. This also included
moving some standards from parking lot landscaping to this section to keep similar topics together ( also
moved some text from parking to screening, as mentioned above). Tables that remain are reformatted
to work similarly to other tables elsewhere in this code.
Parking lot size was increased from 60 to 80 before a “ break” is required ( median, etc.). This was based
on a count of some of the existing parking areas that work well within Freeland.
Standards for structured parking facilities were fleshed out.

NOTE: Staff suspects there may still be some conflict with the pedestrian pathways in parking lot
spacing requirements in 17.06.550. F.4, and may make a minor edit after additional testing, which may
include an updated illustration.

Major Change: Moved driveway and garage requirements from 670 & 680 to this section ( 17.06.550. H.3)
to keep all parking related design standards in one place, eliminate conflicts, and simplify regulations.
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560 – SIGNS
Created a new section for applicability and moved related statements into that one location, including
the non- conforming signs language ( which allowed me to easily remove duplicative text).

Discussion item: Added minimal standards for signs not visible from the public rights- of-way ( not
otherwise subject to these sign regulations) in 17.06.560. B.2.a.

a. This section shall not regulate street signs, signs not visible from the public rights-of-way, or
legal notices required by law excepting that all signs not visible from the public rights-of-way
shall comply with the following:
i)
ii)

External lighting shall be full-cutoff; and
The maximum light level of any lighting feature cannot exceed 1.0 footcandles measured
at the property line, except that where adjacent to Low Density or Medium Density zoning
districts, the maximum light level cannot exceed 0.5 footcandles measured at that
property line.

This was done specifically to allow some additional flexibility on signage internal to a development. For
instance, if a drive- thru coffee shop wanted to add lighting to a menu board that was not facing the
street or visible from the street, etc. The “ dark sky” protections would still apply, but some appropriate
task lighting would be permitted.
Staff would like to confirm if the Planning Commission is comfortable with this approach/ addition.
Reorganized the wall signs section to make it easier to follow and added the missing existing regulatory
language related to wall signs for individual businesses ( moved from 17.03.180 and reworded for
clarity). “ Each individual business may have one wall sign with a maximum area of 20 square feet. For

buildings on a corner lot, one additional wall sign may be on the secondary frontage.”
Clarified how sign will be measured. “ Measurement of sign area shall be exclusive of the structural
portions of the sign and non-signage areas (e.g. landscape planter, etc.)”
Eliminated one unnecessary spacing/ measurement restriction for hanging signs as something that staff
isn’ t concerned about and would be just one more thing to review.

Discussion item: We did get some feedback from one property owner related to A-frame signs, wanting
to allow them by right anywhere in Freeland, as many as needed ( not limited to one per business), and
allowing off-site for businesses that are not as easy to find. Staff lowered the spacing between A-frame
signs from 20-ft to 10- ft, but is recommending that remaining standards as is but can be flagged for
specific attention in the 3-year review to see how this has been working and if the business owners
would like to make adjustments.
Staff would like to confirm if the Planning Commission is comfortable with this approach or if they would
like to make any further changes. ( Sub- section 17.06.560. C.4)

570 – OUTDOOR LIGHTING
Eliminated some duplicative and unnecessary language in a few areas.
Minor rewording for clarity in a number of areas.
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Repair and maintenance language updated to reflect recommendation from lighting industry expert:

b. … When a light bulb replacement can bring the fixture into compliance with this section, when
the bulb is replaced the new bulb shall comply with the standards of this section.
c. When a fixture needs to be replaced, even if the replacement is a component of standard
maintenance, the new fixture must comply with the standards of this section.
NOTE: Lighting industry expert recommends that temporary lighting not be an exemption but instead is
a separate section. Staff just moved over from 180 with no change and is recommending no change.
Staff would like to confirm if the Planning Commission is comfortable with this approach or if they would
like to make any further changes.
Lamp types language has been revised to reflect comments from a lighting industry expert and staff
research to include Kelvin rating and other color- based specifications ( to point to fixtures that minimize
potential negative ecological impact).
Added language in the prohibited sources section to make it very clear that no fixture shall be
placed/ pointed so that the light element ( bulb) is visible on neighboring properties. This is duplicative to
standards expressed elsewhere, but since it has been mentioned by multiple people as a major concern
is one area where staff feels that it does no harm to honor the request to include it in the prohibited
section to make it super clear.
Change was made to reflect lighting industry expert recommendation to limit lighting levels in
residential areas to .55 foot candles.
Change was made to reflect lighting industry expert recommendation to not allow globe style fixtures ( in
the semi- cutoff or non- cutoff fixture section).
Change was made to reflect lighting industry expert recommendation to require removal of non- cutoff
fixtures during remodels, maintenance, and repairs subject to this section.
Simplified the maximum fixture height tables. Made change to limit pole height in parking areas, per
lighting industry expert recommendation ( discussed at prior Planning Commission meeting).
Hours of lighting section changes to reflect public comment. No can be either dimmed or turned off
their choice) and at sunrise and sunset instead of 6am – 10pm.
Per public feedback, added a design alternative for security lighting ( higher footcandle) if there is a
heightened need for security and surveillance for the site based on use type or if there is a history of
security issues for that site (not to exceed maximum allowed)

600 – BUILDING DESIGN STANDARDS
Updated section references
Moved design alternatives to this section instead of in each sub- section to make it easier to find,

eliminate duplication, and make them more clear and consistent.

610 – HORIZONTAL BUILDING FAÇADE ARTICULATION
Combined more than four pages of text into two tables.
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620 – VERTICAL BUILDING MODULATION
Additional language and illustrations for clarity.

Added a mural as a modulation option.

630 – ROOFLINE MODULATION
Was section 620 – moved to after modulation since referenced by both articulation and modulation
sections.

Significantly simplified, including removing minimum slope and minimum modulation dimensions, to
allow for design flexibility and simplify submittal and review requirements.

640 – BUILDING ELEMENTS AND DETAIL
Moved a purpose statement that was in another location to the purpose section.
Added façade toolbox elements that are appropriate for multi- family ( previous options were more

appropriate for retail/office, but also applies to multi-family). For instance, added:
viii) Porch for individual unit entryways facing the street;
ix)

For residential units with an entryway from the street, doors vary from unit to unit to
distinguish the individual identity of each residence;

x)

Entry portico; or

xi)

Building modulation that incorporates and emphasizes the primary entrance.

650 – BUILDING MATERIALS
Added … “ to ensure the longevity of buildings” to purpose statement.

Clarified that metal siding that is allowed is “ architectural grade” metal siding.

660 – BLANK WALL TREATMENT
Simplified and clarified.
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